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7.6 TASK 8 – ADDITIONAL REVIEW OF GOVERNMENT RECORDS  

Government historical records and reports, related to the occurrence of methane encountered 
during drilling and operation of water and coal exploration bores, were reviewed. 

7.6.1 Published Reports 
There are historical government records, including bore card reports and Queensland 
Government Mining Journal and open file reports, that document the occurrence of methane 
gas in water and coal exploration bores in the vicinity of the Condamine River gas seeps. 
Field inspections confirmed that methane is flowing up many of these “gassy” bores and 
venting to the atmosphere.  

Of particular interest is an article by A. R. G. Gray49 that provides information about a water 
bore drilled (Holt’s bore RN 17322) in the Brigalow QLD area in 1967 that had a gas 
blowout. Information from this bore indicated that the gas was encountered in a coal-bearing 
formation approximately 121 m below the ground surface. Gray’s article also mentions that 
oil was encountered at 408 ft (124 m) in a water bore located in the vicinity of the A.R.O. No. 
21 well. 

Other occurrences of methane gas in water and petroleum bores are also provided in Gray’s 
article. The map showing the locations of the bores and a table summarizing the dates, well 
names, location coordinates in degrees and minutes, formation, and occurrence of methane 
are provided in Figure 7-6. The locations of Pump Hole, Fenceline, and Camping Ground 
seeps have been added to the figure. Although the coordinates of the bores are only provided 
in degrees and minutes, their approximate locations have also been plotted on Figure 3-1 and 
Figure 7-4. 

The oldest record in this report dates back to 1916, when the Beutel’s water bore encountered 
methane at a depth of 46 m. This well was located just northeast of Brigalow, Queensland 
(Figure 7-6) and at this depth it is likely that the methane was from the WCM. 

In 1928, two bores referred to as “Brown’s Scout No. 1 and Brown’s Scout No. 2” were 
drilled as petroleum test wells. They were drilled to the “Injune Creek Formation. Gas was 
encountered in both wells at 38 m and in the Scout No. 2 at 75 m and at these depths the gas 
is likely to be from the Springbok. At least one of these bores still exists. It was inspected and 
tested as part of this investigation. Although there is some confusion about what the RN and 
date drilled are for this bore, it appears to be either RN 19983 or RN 22020. During the field 
inspection of this bore, gas could be heard bubbling, and methane was detected at greater than 
(>) 50,250 ppm in the casing headspace.  

                                                      
 
 
49 Gray, A. R. G. (1967). Natural Gas Occurrence in the Brigalow Area, March 1967. Queensland Government 
Mining Journal, Vol. LXVIII, No. 791. P. 394-398. 
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Date Well Location Intention Depth of Gas 
Occurrence Formation Analysis Remarks 

1916 Beutel’s (3) 26o50’ 
150o47’ 

Test for 
water 150’ Injune Creek Methane 

Other reports state gas 
struck in two bores at a 
depth of 180 feet on 
Beutel’s property. 

1916 Grey’s 26o52’ 
150o35’ 

Test for 
water 172’ Injune Creek -  

1928 Brown’s Scout No. 1 26o52’ 
150o35’ 

Test for 
petroleum 172’ Injune Creek Methane Drilled 36’ east of Grey’s 

bore. 

1928 Brown’s Scout No. 2 26o52’ 
150o35’ 

Test for 
petroleum 172’ and 245’ Injure Creek Methane Drilled 30’ from Brown’s 

Scout No. 1. 

1928 C.R.O. Scout No. 1 26o50’ 
150o47’ 

Test for 
petroleum 124’ Injure Creek - Drilled to test structure 

about Beutel’s (3) bore. 

1928 C.R.O. Scout No. 2 26o50’ 
150o47’ 

Test for 
petroleum 135’ Injure Creek - Drilled to test structure 

about Beutel’s (3) bore. 

1936 A.R.O. No. 21 26o53’ 
150o42’ 

Test for 
petroleum 

348’, 421-
432’, and  

occ. to 554’ 
Injure Creek - 

Oil met at 408 feet in 
water well, 100 feet to 
north-east. 

1944 Benders 26o51’ 
150o40’ 

Test for 
water 400’ Injure Creek Methane  

1954 W.P.L. Scout No. 1 26o53’ 
150o45’ 

Test for 
petroleum 220-223’ Injure Creek Methane Gas met at 328 feet in 

water, 150 feet away. 

1967 RN17322 (Holt’s) 26o53’ 
150o41’ 

Test for 
water 398’ Injure Creek Methane 

Coal from 260’ to 280’. 
Gas blew out at 398’, 
water and gas shot out 
to a height of 30’ 

Source: A.R.G. Gray, 1967 
FIGURE 7-6 

OCCURRENCES OF NATURAL GAS IN BRIGALOW AREA

(RN 22020) 

* * * 

 

* Gas Seep 

Locations 

□Bore Included in   
Condamine 
River  
Investigation 
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7.6.2 Bore Card Reports and Other Published Information 
Information from the bore card reports and other published information for the water and gas 
bores included in the Condamine River gas seep investigation is summarized on Table A.4. 
Bore card reports were available for many of the bores, about half of which contained 
information about the strata and/or the aquifer encountered in the bore. Of those with 
stratigraphic information, most penetrated coal seams, most likely in the shallower Springbok 
Formation and the deeper WCM. Some of the bores list “coals” as the aquifer in which the 
bore is completed. 

Information from the bore card reports for RN 8665 and RN 14042 bores (Table A.4) 
indicates that methane was encountered while drilling through coals in 1941 and 1959, 
respectively. It is likely that the coals in both bores are WCM coals. Both of these bores were 
still producing free methane during recent site visits. Although RN 8665 was welded shut, 
methane was measured through an opening in the casing and vigorous gas bubbling was 
observed in RN 14042. 

7.6.3 Summary 
There is a significant documented history of shallow methane in the region. Landowner 
interviews, government records, and published reports indicate that prior to the observations 
of gas seeps in the Condamine River, methane had been encountered during the drilling and 
subsequent use of many water and coal exploration bores in the investigation area. Reports of 
methane in numerous bores date back to the early 1900s. This is not unexpected since the 
bores have been completed in both the Springbok Sandstone and WCM, both of which 
contain coal known to produce gas. 

Regardless of the source and cause, water bores and coal exploration bores that contain 
methane have a potential to act as conduits for gas migration into overlying aquifers and to 
the atmosphere. They may also be contributing to the depressurization of the coals in the 
WCM and the Springbok Sandstone. The potential for bores containing high concentrations of 
methane to have contributed to the gas seeps observed in the Condamine River cannot be 
eliminated at this time. 
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7.7 TASK 11 – SURFACE GEOLOGY MAP 

A thorough understanding of the geology of the area is critical to determining the source of 
the gas, the potential migration pathways and mechanisms, and the potential contributions of 
gas from CSG and other industry activities and natural phenomena. The Chinchilla, 
Queensland geologic map includes the area of investigation; however it was published in 
197150 and does not include more detailed information obtained from subsequent CSG 
seismic surveys and well drilling.  

To begin the process of refining and updating the geologic map for the investigation area, 
Origin's geologists compiled seismic data, geophysical logs, published geologic reports, and 
field observations from a wide variety of sources. Using this extensive body of information, a 
preliminary map showing the surface geology in the area of the Condamine River gas seeps 
was created. The preliminary geologic map is presented in Figure 4-6. 

Figure 4-6 shows the approximate subcrop boundaries under the alluvium or the outcrop at 
the ground surface of the Gubberamunda Sandstone, Westbourne Formation, Springbok 
Sandstone, and WCM. The map shows that the Pump Hole, Fenceline, and Camping Ground 
seeps are inferred to be underlain by the Springbok Sandstone. The Rock Hole seep appears 
to be underlain by the inferred transition between the lower Westbourne Formation and the 
upper Springbok Sandstone. The top of the WCM subcrops under alluvium or outcrops 
approximately 5 km northeast of the Pump Hole seep. The geologic map of the area will 
continue to be used and refined during the investigation of the source, the potential migration 
pathways and mechanisms, and the potential contributions of gas from CSG and other 
industry activities and natural phenomena determinations. It will also be used to develop 
recommendations for ongoing investigation activities and monitoring. 

7.7.1 Recommendation 
The geologic map and cross section (Section 7.8) should continue to be refined and additional 
information obtained from field mapping, CSG wells, water and coal exploration bores, the 
potential and inferred locations of faults and fractures derived from seismic information, and 
future monitoring wells should be incorporated. 

This work could be undertaken as a cooperative effort between the Geological Survey of 
Queensland (GSQ) and the CSG operators.  

7.8 TASK 12 – GEOLOGIC CROSS SECTION 

In addition to the preliminary geologic map described in Section 7.7, Origin’s geologists 
prepared a preliminary geologic cross section using available geologic and seismic 

                                                      
 
 
50 Chinchilla, Queensland 1:250,000 Map (SG56-9), 1st edition 1971. Bureau of Mineral Resources, Geology, 
and Geophysics, Canberra, A.C.T. 
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information. The location of the cross section is shown on the map in Figure 4-3 and the cross 
section is presented in Figure 4-4. The cross section shows what have been interpreted as 
naturally occurring fractures and faults that extend through the WCM. Although the 
resolution above the WCM is poor, the seismic data appear to indicate that some of the 
fractures and faults that may extend up into the Springbok Sandstone. As noted in Section 4.1, 
faults can be either barriers or conduits to fluids under pressure, and this cannot be 
determined from seismic data alone. 

7.9 TASK 13 – DOWNHOLE VIDEO OF WATER AND COAL EXPLORATION BORES 

Published information from the government and other sources, anecdotal information from 
landowners, and analytical results and field measurements from baseline sampling conducted 
by Origin indicated that many of the water bores and coal exploration bores in the vicinity of 
the gas seeps contained methane. Origin endeavoured to determine the source of the gas in 
these bores using desktop and field investigation methods. A downhole video camera was one 
of the tools that Origin identified as potentially useful in helping to determine the source 
formation of the gas in the water and coal exploration bores by actually observing the 
formation from which the gas was discharging. Downhole video cameras have been used in 
Colorado to investigate the construction of and source of methane gas in water bores and 
monitoring wells.  

During late July and early August 2012 Origin attempted to run a video camera down selected 
water and coal exploration bores to document pictorially the condition of the bore, to identify 
the depths at which gas bubbles were entering the bore, and to assist in determining what 
geologic formation was the source of the gas (Table A.3). In addition, Origin measured and 
recorded the concentration of methane in the headspace of the bores, the standing water level, 
and the depth of the bores (Table 7.2).  

7.9.1 Method 
Using data obtained from Origin’s baseline assessment of landowner bores, bore cards, and 
drilling logs from the DNRM (formerly DERM) database of registered groundwater bores, 
other geologic information, and information obtained from landowners, Origin identified 
water and coal exploration bores that were known to contain or had a high potential to contain 
free gas. Bores that had been completed in the Springbok Sandstone and/or the WCM or those 
that had originally been drilled for coal exploration were considered to have a high potential 
to contain free gas. Origin also attempted to identify bores that had been completed with a 
partially cased or uncased hole, such that the formations penetrated by the bore might be 
visible to a downhole video camera. 

Based on the criteria described above, Origin selected 40 water bores (Table A.3) in the 
vicinity of the Condamine River gas seeps and in the surrounding area. Fourteen of the bores 
were less than 5 km from the gas seeps, 18 were between 5 to 10 km, and eight were more 
than 10 km. Of the 40 water bores initially identified from the DNRM (formerly DERM) 
groundwater database and landowner information, Origin inspected 25 bores; Origin could 
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not locate 10 bores either because the landowners either did not know the location, or knew 
that the bore had been destroyed; and Origin could not obtain access to five bores.  

7.9.2 Results 
For each of the bores that was inspected, Origin measured the concentration of methane in the 
open casing above the water level known as the “headspace” (Table 7.2) and recorded 
observations about the water and the physical condition of the bore (Table A.3). Methane 
concentrations in the headspace of the bores ranged from not detected to greater than 869,000 
ppm or 86.9% methane. Gas bubbling was audible in many of the bores. 

The downhole video camera was deployed in eight of the bores. The camera images showed 
that many of the bores or the casing had collapsed and that the bores contained thick 
accumulations of bacterial slime or muddy and turbid water. Methane gas bubbles were 
observed coming into bores from collapsed zones, through holes in the casing, and from 
around the casing shoe. 

7.9.3 Summary 
Bores completed in the Springbok Sandstone and/or the WCM often contained free methane 
gas as detected in the headspace using field equipment and/or contain high concentrations of 
dissolved gas detected by laboratory analysis of water samples. However, the formation from 
which the methane gas bubbles were discharging could not be identified using the downhole 
video because the bubbles were coming into bores from collapsed zones, through holes in the 
casing, or from around the casing shoe.  

All of the bores that contain free methane or high concentrations of dissolved methane have 
the potential to be acting as conduits through which methane from the WCM and/or the 
Springbok Sandstone could migrate into overlying alluvium and groundwater, and are 
allowing methane gas to vent to the atmosphere. 
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7.10 TASK 18 – REVIEW HYDROGRAPHIC DATA AND RAINFALL RECORDS  

Starting in December 2010 and culminating in January 2011, following heavy rainfall, the 
Condamine River overflowed its banks and caused excessive flood damage (see Figure 7-7). 
High water levels occurred in the summer of 2011-2012 and summer flooding occurred again 
2012-2013. The Pump Hole, Fenceline, and Camping Ground seeps were observed following 
the 2011-2012 flood events.  

 
FIGURE 7-7 

CONDAMINE RIVER FLOODPLAIN DURING FLOODING IN THE AREA OF INVESTIGATION 

Local stream flow and rainfall information were reviewed to assess possible relationships 
between gas seepage events and the record-breaking rainfall and flooding events of 
2010-201151. A relationship was demonstrated for some areas of the Pine River seeps in the 
San Juan Basin of Colorado52. However, precipitation data53 and gas flux measurements54 at 

              

51 Department of Environment and Resource Management, 2011: Water Report-January Queensland Murray 
Darling Valleys South-West Region, 17 January 2011. 
52  Oldaker, P., Summary Monitoring Data Review Pine River Ranches prepared for the Colorado Oil and Gas 
Conservation Commission and BP America (formerly Amoco), website www.cogcc.state.co.us, Images > 
Unique Identifier 649. 
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other seeps indicate there may be an inverse relationship. Site-specific factors may influence 
how precipitation and recharge affect methane seepage. Gas seeps may be related to high 
rainfall through several mechanisms, described in more detail in Section 10. These included 
erosion of the river bed removing a confining cap and allowing release of previously-trapped 
gas, and a number of other mechanisms related to the rise in the water table in the Springbok 
Sandstone due to direct infiltration from the River, and/or associated high recharge along the 
Springbok Sandstone outcrop. 

Locations of stream discharge gauging stations and climate stations are shown on Figure 7-8. 
Historical data from these stations was reviewed to compare the 2010-2011 and 2011-2012 
events with previous extremes. 

7.10.1 Surface Water Discharge Records 
Surface water discharge information was obtained from DNRM (formerly DERM). There are 
three gauging stations of primary interest, which are summarized in the table below from 
upstream to downstream: 

Station Number 422325A 422344A 422308C 

Location Condamine River at 
Cotswold 

Condamine River at 
Bedarra 

Condamine River at 
Chinchilla 

Catchment area (km2) 19,190 24,340 28,930 

Data range 3 June 1966 through 2 
January 2013 

14 June 2007 through 
2 January 2013 

10 January 1974 through 
2 January 2013 

Highest recorded 
discharge event (ML/d): 
Date: 

344,578 
3 Jan 2011 

352,015 
1 Jan 2011 

363,899 
1 Jan 2011 

 

For each station, the highest recorded discharge event took place in early January, 2011. The 
data for each station are shown graphically in Figures 7-9 through 7-11. 

Water levels at the Chinchilla Weir for the period May 2008 to May 2013 are shown in 
Figure 7-12. This figure shows the major flooding during December 2010 - January 2011 and 
January 2013 - March 2013. Subsequent monitoring following this and future flooding, and 
drought and low flow events will provide the opportunity to continue investigating whether 
there is a relationship between gas seepage and water level in the Condamine River.  

                                                                                                                                                                     
 
 
53 COGCC website: www.cogcc.state.co.us Library > Area Reports > San Juan Basin > 4M Mitigation 
Operation and Maintenance Report. 30 June 2013. 
54 COGCC website www.cogcc.state.co.us, Library > Area Reports > San Juan Basin > 2012 Fruitland Outcrop 
Monitoring Report > La Plata County > LTE Environmental > November 2012. 
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FIGURE 7-9 
STREAM DISCHARGE: CONDAMINE RIVER AT COTSWOLD, 1966-2102  
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FIGURE 7-10 

STREAM DISCHARGE: CONDAMINE RIVER AT BEDARRA, 2007-2012  
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FIGURE 7-11 

STREAM DISCHARGE: CONDAMINE RIVER AT CHINCHILLA, 1974-2012 
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FIGURE 7-12 

STREAM STAGE: CONDAMINE RIVER AT CHINCHILLA, 2008-2013 
Note: Gauge elevation: 286.007 m Australian height datum (AHD) 
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Because climate records typically date back earlier than the stream discharge records, selected 
climate data from stations near the study area were evaluated to see if the data sets correlated, 
in which case rainfall records could be used to project earlier high-discharge events.  

7.10.2 Historic Rainfall Records 
Historic rainfall data for the period from 1900 to late January 2013 were obtained from the 
Australian Government Bureau of Meteorology55 (BOM). There are two primary weather 
stations located near the study area, which are summarized in the table below, from upstream 
to downstream: 

Station Number 41017 42048 

Location Near Chinchilla Weir Downstream of Chinchilla 
Weir 

Data range 2 January 1900 through 
28 January 2013 

1 January 1937 through 
29 January 2013 

Largest recorded 
daily rainfall (mm): 
Date: 

223.3 
21 Jan 1956 

175 
20 March 2011 

Recent large daily 
rainfall (mm): 
Date: 

178.2 
11 Jan 2011 

175 
20 March 2011 

 

The daily and annual data for each station are shown graphically in Figures 7-13 through 
7-16. 

The data from both stations indicate that the 2010-2011 events were among the highest 
recorded. Rainfall events of that magnitude occur infrequently in the project area. 

While the data from the two Chinchilla weather stations (41017 and 42048) indicate local 
rainfall conditions in and around the 2010-2011 flood events, the driver for the flooding in the 
seep area of the Condamine River is the rainfall further up-catchment in the Condamine River 
basin. Daily rainfall data were downloaded for an additional 17 climate stations. Station 
locations, including the more local climate and gauging stations described above, are shown 
in Figure 7-17. Figures B-5 through B-21 show graphically the daily rainfall for each station 
for the period 1900-2012. The maximum daily rainfall related to the 2010-2011 floods are as 
follows (note that in many cases the rain gauge shows a total for more than one day): 

  

                                                      
 
 
55 Australian Government Bureau of Meteorology website: http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/data/stations 




